
                                                                                                                                 

 

Intellicus Showcases its Data Science and Predictive Analytics Capability at Gartner Data & 

Analytics Summit, Mumbai 

Mumbai, June 2018: Intellicus Technologies, a leading global provider of Business Intelligence and 

Analytics, exhibited its comprehensive BI solution at the Gartner Data & Analytics Summit, Mumbai. 

At the 2-day event, Intellicus showcased its built-in Data Science feature and demonstrated how this 

integration can simplify the adoption and use of Data Science in business intelligence for every level 

of user in an organization. 

With its Data Science and predictive analytics capability, Intellicus delivers trends and predictions by 

doing 360-degree analysis and real-time calculations on data. It enables users to run algorithms like 

clustering, classification and regression in Data Science engines, train the model and do predictive 

analysis in extremely easy steps. 

Speaking on the occasion, Mr. Rajesh Murthy, VP of Engineering – Intellicus Technologies, said, 

“At Intellicus we believe in simplifying business intelligence for everyone. The way we have 

integrated Data Science with Intellicus, is a step towards empowering data engineers and business 

users to be the data scientists at times. Our framework enables users to easily apply various Machine 

Learning algorithms to unravel the real story in their data.” “We have received a great response to 

our Data Science and Predictive Analytics capability from our customers”, he added. 

About Intellicus: Intellicus is one of the world’s leading Business Intelligence and Analytics platform. 

More than 60% of Fortune 500 companies are using Intellicus to build powerful reports and 

dashboards with ease. Our interactive web and mobile platforms give users the power to access, view, 

and interact with corporate data anywhere. With over 50,000 installations worldwide, we are 

assisting organizations to make better informed decisions. 

More information on Intellicus is available at www.intellicus.com 

About Gartner Data & Analytics Summit: Gartner Data & Analytics Summit is a series of global 

conferences that cover hottest data and analytics challenges and priorities. Key focus areas for the 

summit this year include, Cloud BI, self-service, automated decisions, IoT and more. The summit is a 



platform for top BI specialists and CXOs to listen and to engage with the analysts through track 

presentations, one-on-one meetings, analyst facilitated workshops, roundtables and more. 
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